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From James Collett:  The Challenger disaster and 

the interpretation of graphs 

The loss of the space shuttle Challenger and the 
inquiry that followed it have been well-
documented. However a useful treatment of how 
the launch went ahead partially because of the 
misinterpretation and poor presentation of data is 
contained in Visual Explanations by Edward R Tufte 
(p 38-53; there are copies in the LRC but they are 
popular). There is enough detail to make a nice 
case-study for one teaching session which might fit 
within a module such as Professional Skills or an 
introductory session to graph drawing and data 
analysis. If anyone wants the details for such a 
session, I’d be happy to photocopy the section for 
them if all the copies of the book are still out on 
loan. 

 

 

From Monica Rivers-Latham: Information Skills 

and Referencing Sessions 

 

 

I thought it might be useful to outline the kind of 
materials I cover in sessions that I would do with 
students in PAM. 

In conversation with a couple of academics it 
appears that I might be covering some of the same 
ground as they do, it also might be that they could 
free themselves up from having to cover things like 
Harvard Referencing if they know that I can do it 
for them. 

At the moment I have input to the Professional 
Skills Module (Sean Ryan) for second years, and 
Investigations in Maths (Catarina Carvalho) and 
the Project module (David Pinfield) for third years. 
Sessions I offer typically take place in a PC lab and 
allow for some hands on use of the online research 
resources. 
I have tried to advertise it as essential research 
skills. 
Some of the things I cover include: 
Recap on IH Learning Resources basics - such as 
finding books and e-journals, accessing all the full-
text you are entitled to, getting hold of journal 
articles that UH does not hold from the British 
Library. 

Up-skilling you for searching online – more 
advanced online searching, forming a search 
strategy using keywords to search Google Scholar 
and the major literature databases such as arXiv, 
NASA ADS etc… 

Referencing your work – using referencing styles 
like Harvard, where to find help and support 
documents that illustrate how to do Harvard 
referencing. 

I already know from feedback at the Student Voice 
session that some third years feel the session I am 
offering to them the first week back after 
Christmas is too late, they tell me they would have 
liked to do my session in the second year, and that 
the Professional Skills module seems like a good 
place to cover the materials. However, there was 
such a poor turnout to the Professional Skills 
session I offered last week (1 student!) even 
though attendance was encouraged by both 
Charles Adams and Sean Ryan. So I have some 
work to do to make students see the relevance of 
these sessions in helping them with the literature 
based aspect of their assignments and later their 
projects in the third year. I would welcome 
comments and any input form academics if they 
have ideas about how to integrate the information 
skills training into PAM programmes in a 
meaningful way for students, and at the right time 
in their degree. 

It also might be a good opportunity to pick up the 
thread of conversation we had about using the 
Harvard style as the officially adopted style in 
PAM, publicising it as such and perhaps producing 
an official referencing guidelines document, albeit 
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rather similar to a previously existing one, but 
endorsed by PAM so to speak. I would be happy to 
do the work on this but perhaps with agreement 
from SEG/SAC or similar?  

There is currently useful information on the 
Learning Resources link in every StudyNet module 
website called ‘Referencing copyright and 
plagiarism’. Here is a direct link to this page on 
StudyNet: 
http://www.studynet1.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/LI
S.nsf/lis/SubjectToolkitReferencingTemplate  
I use the Referencing Styles section in my skills 
session for students, particularly the Business 
School online guide to Harvard because it has so 
many good worked examples, it would be a shame 
not to use it. 

From Flavio Zanda & James Collett: Student Voice 

2012 (Wednesday 28
th

 November 14.00-15.30) 

 

 

A quick summary of some of the discussion points: 

 There was a problem with initial plan 
marks being released and students asked 
that they be given some feedback in 
advance of the poster presentations; 

 Flavio asked that the informal help given 
by himself and his friends in the LRC 
(Thursday 5-9) be publicised more widely. 
Reto was in the process of updating the 
Maths Centre web pages and this might 
be a good place to do that. The Student 
Union might also be able to help with 
student-led activities such as this; 

 The Level 5 students found their Tuesdays 
‘heavy’. Ralf explained the implications if 
the sessions were moved to other days; 

 There were concerns over the availability 
and frequency of UNO buses if the 
teaching day stretched to 19.00 hrs as 
was now more likely with centralised 
timetabling next year; 

 Students found MT2 too fast and the 
tutorial sessions were not working 
effectively as the supervisors were 
spending too long marking and not 
enough time helping. There was some 
discussion of the use of EVS as a means of 
running the tutorials. 

 Students asked why there was no ‘plasma 
physics’ course with the MPhys or the BSc 
programmes. It was suggested this might 
be a good topic for Computational 
Physics. 

 Students welcomed the MPhys structure 
and suggested course content as outlined 
by Steve Kane. 

 It was confirmed that industrial projects 
would be 60 credits. 

 

For future reference, a timeslot just before the 

seminar seemed to work fairly well – there was a 

reasonable turn-out of students and staff and 

seminar early-birds could enjoy any left-over 

pastries from the SV. 

 

 

From Lauren Dovey (Enterprise Officer UH): 
Enterprise Spotlight & Flare 
 
 

Enterprise Spotlight with MOBO founder 

 

Join the Enterprise Team for an inspirational 
evening with one of the most inspirational female 
entrepreneurs in the UK, MOBO Awards founder 
Kanya King MBE. Kanya (above) is an 
internationally recognised entrepreneur and the 
dynamic force behind the MOBO Awards. She has 
played an instrumental role in elevating black 
music and culture to mainstream popular status in 
the UK.  

This event is open to students, staff and externals 
and will take place in the Weston Auditorium on 
Wednesday 20 February 2013 – 18:00-20:30 and is 
free to attend. To book your place, please visit 
www.go.herts.ac.uk/enterprisespotlight  

Flare launches January 2013 

Flare is the University of Hertfordshire’s annual 
business start-up competition – designed to give 

http://www.studynet1.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/LIS.nsf/lis/SubjectToolkitReferencingTemplate
http://www.studynet1.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/LIS.nsf/lis/SubjectToolkitReferencingTemplate
http://www.go.herts.ac.uk/enterprisespotlight
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budding entrepreneurs the opportunity to get 
their bright business ideas off the ground. Open to 
students and graduates of the University, this year 
there are three exciting challenges: 

 Business Start-up Challenge: for those 
who want to launch or grow their 
commercial venture 

 Social Enterprise Challenge: for those that 
have a business idea that could benefit 
society 

 Imagine an App Challenge: for those that 
have designed an innovative app 

There will be a prize of £5,000 each for the two 
overall winners for Best Business and Best Idea 
and also cash prizes for each of the above 
categories. 

Round 1 will be open from January to 1
st

 March 
2013- to enter please visit: go.herts.ac.uk/flare 

 
From Monica Rivers-Latham: Newton on The 
Guardian 
 
 
Some interesting stuff from The Guardian’s 
Newton Channel. Amongst the listings there are 
Mathematics and Physics collections of short 
videos. 

Newton on the Guardian - cutting-edge science 
videos from the Guardian's Newton Channel. 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/series/the-
newton-channel-science-videos 

From James Collett: Institute of Physics meeting 

on The Teaching of Thermodynamics 

Our former external, Professor Brian Cowan, was 

co-organiser of this meeting, the IOP’s annual 

review of teaching practice in one area of physics – 

previous years have covered soft condensed 

matter, biological physics, social physics and 

quantum mechanics and next year’s likely topic is 

environmental physics. There will be a longer 

report later but some things for interest: 

 Avoid the idea of entropy and disorder, 
much better to talk about entropy and 
uncertainty; 

 A new book is coming out later this year 
by Ian Ford from UCL’s nanotechnology 
centre. It will give much greater weight to 

irreversible processes and be at a suitable 
level for our second year module; 

 Don’t confuse ‘infinitely slowly’ with 
‘reversible’ – the discharge of a capacitor 
through a very large resistance is very 
slow but not reversible; 

 Interesting work on the application of 
something like the theory of avalanches 
to defect-filled material in the solid-state 
(L. Brown 2012 Mat. Sci. & Tech, vol 28, 
1209). Also interesting discussion of 
thermodynamics and molecular 
recognition – work being done at Leeds. 

 

From Monica Rivers-Latham: The Physics of 

Coffee Rings 

 

Reprinted from Open Culture 
 
[The Physics of Coffee Rings Finally 
Explained<http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/OpenC
ulture/~3/LnQTK8RJJ20/the_physics_of_coffee_rin
gs.html> via Open Culture 
<http://www.openculture.com> by Dan Colman on 
10/29/12] 
 
[http://img.youtube.com/vi/ZaCGoSTMHyc/defaul
t.jpg]<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaCGoS
TMHyc> 
 
It’s Monday morning. Another work week begins; 
another cup of coffee to the rescue. If you’re not 
careful, you might spill a bit of that precious coffee 
and then later wonder (à la Jerry Seinfeld) — What 
is the deal with that coffee ring on the table? Why 
does it form a ring with dark, outer edges? You can 
imagine Seinfeld asking this, right? 
 
Well, it turns out there’s an answer for this. And it 
comes straight from a laboratory at the University 
of Pennsylvania’s Department of Physics and 
Astronomy. Yes, my friends, it all comes down to 
the shape of the particles in the liquid. Coffee is 
made up of spherical particles, and they get 
distributed unevenly, with some pushing outward 
towards an edge and forming dark rings. 
Meanwhile, other liquids are made up of oblong 
particles that get distributed evenly, hence no 
rings. The UPenn video above breaks it all down 
for you. 
 
Amazingly, this isn’t our first post on Physics and 
Coffee. Here’s a quick look at how they drink 
coffee at zero gravity: 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/series/the-newton-channel-science-videos
http://www.guardian.co.uk/science/series/the-newton-channel-science-videos
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/OpenCulture/~3/LnQTK8RJJ20/the_physics_of_coffee_rings.html
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/OpenCulture/~3/LnQTK8RJJ20/the_physics_of_coffee_rings.html
http://feedproxy.google.com/~r/OpenCulture/~3/LnQTK8RJJ20/the_physics_of_coffee_rings.html
http://www.openculture.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaCGoSTMHyc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaCGoSTMHyc
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<http://www.openculture.com/2011/10/drinking_
coffee_at_zero_gravity.html> in the International 
Space Station. Enjoy! 
 
Related Content: 
 
Everything You Wanted to Know About Coffee in 
ThreeMinutes<http://www.openculture.com/2012
/01/everything_you_wanted_to_know_about_coff
ee_in_three_minutes.html> 
 
 
 
From PAM staff: Tutorial Review 

Many thanks for the comments from everybody. 

It’s clear that the system needs some work. One 

person suggested that we have a radical re-design 

and follow the Engineering model of year tutors. 

This is a very different system in which the tutors 

act as pathway tutor delegates rather than 

providing individual academic training. In such a 

system however, personal tutor resources could 

then be focused on in-course tutorials.  

There was a mixed response on attendance. One 

problem is students don’t ‘see’ personal tutorials 

on their timetables/Studynet so they perceive 

them as not serious – in Biosciences they have a 

zero-credit compulsory module to cover some 

professional skills to address this problem; it’s a 

possible model for tutorials but it brings its own 

problems. However it is clear that we need to give 

ourselves visible credit for these contact hours 

particularly as the learning experience is 

potentially very good. We also recruit on the basis 

of ‘a friendly approach where the individual is not 

lost’ – a useful selling point in a competitive 

market. This was commented on by several 

respondents.  

There was also a mixed response on how students 

interact in tutorials and what limits should be 

placed on helping students e.g. on getting started 

with coursework. Charles tackled the issue of 

streaming and tutorial content and I’ll quote him 

in full: 

First, streaming would help a lot, I think. We can 

do it by school grades initially and then allow 

students to move up/down if they seem to be 

bored/struggling. (Bored *and* struggling? Well, 

that's another matter...) 

Then there's the question of what we are actually 

trying to achieve in the tutorials. Aside from the 

obvious goal of teaching the students and 

answering their questions helpfully, I reckon it is 

equally important to get them into the habit of 

doing many hours of work every week, in their 

own time, right from the start. If we could get that 

happening, I think much else would follow.  

So for me the real utility of small-group tutorials is 

as a means of putting continuous but supportive 

pressure on the students to get down to some 

work -- a better means, to my mind, than the big-

stick of summative coursework. The goal is to 

develop a culture in which, as a student, you *just 

do* your fortnightly tutorial work because, well, 

you just do. 

That's surely the goal.... and I have to admit things 

haven't gone as well on this front as I'd hoped in 

my groups! Anyway, to get there, necessary 

conditions are: 

1) We'd all need to agree on it collectively and 

"hold the line", as it were. It's no use if students 

can turn round and say, "My friend's tutor doesn't 

make her do the tutorial work, so why do you care 

whether I've done mine?" 

2) We'd need to agree at least roughly what the 

"tutorial work" *is* for each tutorial. There 

shouldn't be too much of it. And there's is a strong 

case for restricting to the "core" courses, to pick 

out for the students a main stream of really 

indispensable stuff amid the many things coming 

at them in parallel. 

For (1) to work, inadequate-evidence-of-work 

would have to become a disciplinary matter, just 

like non-attendance. At school meetings, I've seen 

seen it asserted that "disciplinary" has to mean our 

inventing, and then spelling out to the students, 

some precise legalistic set of penalties; and, 

understandably, people baulk at that (it's non-

enforceable, a pain in the neck, and so on). But it 

isn't what I mean at all; indeed it's exactly wrong, 

because it highlights the possibility of the 

undesired outcome and gives students the means 

http://www.openculture.com/2011/10/drinking_coffee_at_zero_gravity.html
http://www.openculture.com/2011/10/drinking_coffee_at_zero_gravity.html
http://www.openculture.com/2012/01/everything_you_wanted_to_know_about_coffee_in_three_minutes.html
http://www.openculture.com/2012/01/everything_you_wanted_to_know_about_coffee_in_three_minutes.html
http://www.openculture.com/2012/01/everything_you_wanted_to_know_about_coffee_in_three_minutes.html
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to calculate how much they can get away with. 

Rather, we want to set a tone, so a certain amount 

of bluff and smoke and mirrors are called for. Just 

being told off by your tutor and then if necessary 

someone with a big hat, like an Associate Dean of 

School say, really should do the trick most of the 

time. 

Several members of staff raised the question of 

more structure so that tutorial experiences were 

comparable from one group to the next. Here’s 

Antonio on the issue: 

I think the biggest thing that I found missing is 

structure. It's fine to say that what happens in a 

tutorial is between the tutor and his tutees, but 

then each student will get a completely different 

experience of the tutorial system. However, in 

saying that, I agree that it should not be too 

prescribed - so there's a balance to find 

somewhere…. 

Personally, I would prefer to have the basic 

structure in place: 4 MT pieces, 2 PU pieces, 2 Cont 

Phys pieces, 1 PU talk session, 2 Lab Phys pieces, 2 

puzzler/baffler pieces. That then at least covers 

the material for about 10-12 sessions that we need 

in the year.  

It was also noted that tutorials would not be seen 

as essential if the same questions were covered in 

class tutorials and in personal tutorials. I think this 

is an important point that we can do something 

about next semester: it would be useful if the 

questions provided by the module co-ordinators 

were hived off from their general tutorial sheets as 

‘extra practice’ questions so they are ‘new’ to 

tutorials. Several people also agreed with 

Catarina’s suggestion (raised earlier in the year) 

that we should find room for exercises that just get 

students thinking and talking, not least because 

they are the typical questions candidates get asked 

in job interviews for major companies and banks. 

Thanks to Ralf for the room bookings. Only Jesus 

reported difficulties with double bookings 

although this was obviously frustrating for his 

groups.  

Major changes will have to be left to next year but 

hopefully we have a basis to start a discussion.  

From Monica Rivers-Latham: More on DOIs 

 

 

There is a useful guide about using DOI’s in the 
Staff Knowledge Management Toolkit on 
StudyNet.  

Here is the page where it can be accessed on 
StudyNet: 
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/LI
S.nsf/lis/SupportingTeaching1 

The whole of this section of the toolkit is useful for 
supporting teaching, hence the title of the page I 
suppose. 

But why use the DOI article linking method? Here 
is a section from the guide to explain…. 

When you write teaching materials for student 
modules in StudyNet, you may sometimes wish to 
insert a live link straight to a particular journal 
article, as well as providing students with the full 
journal article reference. 

However, you may have noticed that live links can 
change when journal publishers make changes to 
platforms or when journals transfer to new 
publishers. To avoid the necessity for regular 
checking, you can use the DOI (Digital Object 
Identifier) method to link to a stable URL that will 
remain as a permanent link to a specific article. 
This method is quick and easy for both staff and 
students. 

The URL http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/mar.20323 is 
an example of a link to a journal article using the 
DOI. Each time a student clicks on the link, they 
are taken direct to the relevant page in the journal 
website, where they will find a PDF link to the full 
text of the article. 

The guide goes on to explain how to link to journal 
articles from StudyNet materials using a DOI 
permanent link. 

 

 

 

http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/LIS.nsf/lis/SupportingTeaching1
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1002/mar.20323

